Stem Cell Skin Treatment via Microchanneling
Stem Cell Micro-Channeling therapy
is the next generation of microneedling.

Did you know that we lose almost all of our skin’s regenerating stem cells by the age of 50?
Stem Cell MicroFacial is designed to increase cellular communication within the skin, enhancing and
optimizing the skin’s ability to repair and rejuvenate itself via micro channeling delivery, minimizing fine
lines and wrinkles, improving overall skin texture, minimizing pore size, and boosting collagen and elastin
in aging skin.
At Skin & Body Alchemy we only use the most advanced system of growth factors and high-quality
professional medical grade solutions composed of growth factors and cytokines associated with antiinflammation, antimicrobial protection, and angiogenesis. When these stem cell growth factors and
cytokines are introduced to the skin via micro channeling delivery, it initiates a response for soft tissue
rejuvenation, resulting in visibly younger looking skin with little to no downtime.
In combination with our daily Skin Care System, we provide the skin with all the tools needed to achieve
unparalleled results.
Complimentary aftercare at-home system (trial size) provided to enhance the results.
(value of free goods $95 + your individual complimentary Microchannel Stamp)
Treatment time: 1hr 30min
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Microchanneling vs Microneedling
Unlike microneedling, microchanneling offers a less abrasive experience and is minimally invasive and
described as painless for most. Microchanneling therapy uses a “stamping” technique, which creates
micro vertical channels at a 90°, while a microneedling roller pierces the skin at an angle that is dragged
over the skin, which can actually tear the skin.
It is ideal to pierce the skin straight on to ensure the effectiveness of the stem cell solution delivered into
the skin during a clinical needling session.

Boost Your Skin's Natural Healing System
Your skin works hard to protect you every day. Stem cells within your skin contain hundreds of different
growth factors & cytokines used to manage the healing process or nearly flawless regeneration. These
are the most intelligent anti-inflammatory agents in your body.
With young skin, our naturally occurring stem cells are robust and responsive, keeping skin smooth,
elastic, and radiant. As we age, we lose most of these Stem Cells resulting in chronic inflammation,
redness, spots, wrinkles, and other signs of aging. Over time this damage adds up and our skin health
deteriorates. We have fewer of these cells available to repair skin damage.
Growth factors are now established by peer-reviewed research as the highest level of optimization in antiaging skincare. The scientists behind our Anti-Aging Medical Grade solution have harnessed the healing
power of stem cells to regain your skin’s ability to behave youthfully, and heal beautifully.
Our Special Anti-Aging Stem Cells products contain the highest concentration of cytokines, responsible
for skin healing and are highly superior to all other cell types available to culture for rejuvenation and
regeneration.
Each targeted solution (Anti-Aging, Brightening) is enhanced with additional proteins bio signals to
address these specific outcomes.
This innovative, natural approach to skin rejuvenation allows us to achieve immediate as well as longlasting results that include:
• Significantly higher hydration levels
• Smoothing of fine lines and wrinkles
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•
•
•
•

Reducing redness and inflammation
Refining pores, breakouts and acne scarring
Reducing excess pigmentation
Increasing microcirculation

With no down-time or adverse reaction, skin health is restored.

Micro-channeling should be performed only on healthy, unbroken skin. This means that clients with
current acne breakouts, open wounds or cold sores, or eczema should wait for their skin to heal fully prior
to the procedure to begin their skin transformation journey.
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Stem Cell Homecare System:
This Special Stem Cell home care system is a complete, well-rounded, and comprehensive portfolio of
ingredients that the skin requires and can utilize to maintain its ability to repair, protect and defend the
skin from everything that ages us. It is a simple to use, two-step system that contains both water soluble
actives and lipid soluble actives. Simplicity is what drives compliance, and compliance is what leads to
beautiful, amazing, healthy results in skincare.
Product is suitable for ALL SKIN TYPES
Application Instructions:
Apply 1-2 pumps of Anti-Aging® twice daily. Follow with your favorite SPF each morning.
Step 1 - Regenerating
Restore your skin’s ability to heal itself with regenerating serum. This elegant formula quickly absorbs into
your skin, and contains physiologically balanced Stem Cytokines™, fortified with two recombinant Growth
Factors. The addition of classical actives such as peptides and antioxidants yield a robust and rational
skincare system. Utilizing nanotechnology, this symphony of ingredients act in concert to deliver powerful
results at the cellular level.
•
•
•
•
•

Initiates a pro-healing and anti-inflammatory response
Reduces the appearance of fine lines and wrinkles
Reduction in skin redness and sensitivity
Protects from environmental assault
pH: 6.0

Step 2 - Accelerating
Performance driven formula rich in moisturizers and revitalizing actives. Beta Defensin 3, Bakuchiol, and
Vitamin C work to optimize skin tone, texture and enhance the pro-healing, regenerative and antiinflammatory potential of the homecare system.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Reduces the appearance of fine lines and wrinkles.
Supports a healthy skin defense system, barrier integrity and microbiome.
Reduces the appearance of large pores and balances moisture levels.
Gently increases skin renewal at the cellular level.
Defends skin against environmental free radical damage.
Maximizes the rejuvenating effect of Anti-Aging® Serum 1.
pH: 6.0

Microchannel Stamp is equipped with 140 medical-grade titanium cones to exfoliate, stimulate, and
activate both elastin and collagen production, creating an overall healthy, even skin tone. The
microchannel stamper has a flat head, which lays flat on the skin when it breaks the upper layers of your
skin to encourage tissue formation, collagen production, and increase blood supply.
Use this extremely safe and effective tool to maximize results when treating skin blemishes, stretch
marks, acne scars, and wrinkles. The skin benefits are even further enhanced when pairing the tool with
professionally recommended products, especially the ones containing high doses of active ingredients
that are designed specially to treat blemishes, scarring, pigmentation, and acne-prone skin.
In addition to boosting collagen production, when pairing the Microchannel Stamper with recommended
products, studies have shown that the micro-channels created in the epidermis increase the absorption of
active ingredients 1000-fold. Therefore, faster, and better results can be obtained by correctly pairing the
Stamp with a professionally recommended product rather than by using products or the stamp as a
standalone treatment. You will see dramatic changes in color, texture, and tone of the skin with the
properly paired topical treatments.
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